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·xavier's Week of Non-Violence
Agonized Decision-Making
By GARY REED
· Tuesday morning, May 5, 4:00 a.m. ended the agonizing decision-making
process. At that hour, before a crowd of over 500 students in Brockman Lounge,
the Xavier University Student Government called for a strike against violence.
· The' official student resolution declared Tuesday a "Day of Education
Concerning Violence" and requested that all members of the university join in a
liturgical service on the university mall at 9:00a.m.
Events leading up to the decision began early Monday evening when word
spread through the dorms that National Guardsmen had fired on a crowd of
students at Kent State.
(Continued on page 3)
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ROTC Review. Bows
To Agitation Threat
~~...... DAN.COS'nLLO

Reverend Paul L. O'Connor, S.J.,
President of Xavier University
announced Friday that the ROTC
President's Review .and Awards
Ceremony originally . scheduled for
Saturday, May 9, in connection with
the Annual Family Day program on
campus had been cancelled.

'Savage to Leave XU
:For Chaplain Position
Rev. Thomas G. Savage has
. . announced his intention to accept a
· ' · position · of chaplain in Southern
Mississippi for a y,ar.

Mark Thiron, Vice President-elect;
John Coyne, Junior Class President
Mike O'Connell, and George Eder.
Faculty
and
administrators
included Fr. O'Connor, S.J ., President;··
Fr. Nieporte, Executive Vice-President;,•
Fr. Ratterman, S.J., Vice-President oL·
Student' Affairs; Mr. Vonderhaar, Vice-::
President' of Public Relations and ·
Development; Fr. O'Brien·, S.J.,
Assistant to the President; Fr. Felten,:·
S.J., Dean of A & S; Colonel Dooley,.:
Director of the ROTC program; and
Dr. Fortin.

· The announcement followed a series
of student meetings, at which various
alternatives concerning Saturday's
review were discussed. A studentsupported resolution, resulting from a
meeting of several hundred students in
the Brockman Hall basement Thursday
night, caJ[ed for the cancellation of the
By PAUL McLAUGHLIN
R.O.T.C: function. An alternate
On the recommendation of Xavier's
resolution would allow for a peaceful
Publications
Committee,
Fr.
demonstration of dissenting students in
Ratterman has named Gary Reed, ('71)
the Stadium Saturday.
a history major from Florence,
Kentucky, Editor-in-Chief of the XU
In a release, Father O'Connor siad:
NeW. for the 1970-71 academic year.
"I met with Xavier student leaders,
Reed, who served as Associate Editor
faculty, and administrators today to
on thia year's News staff, will be
discuss the atmosphere of tension and
assisted by Manasjng Editor Paul
violence this weekend throughout the
McLaughlin. McLaughling, a junior
nation and especially on the campuses.
from Cincinnati, majoring in history,
"As a result of the potentially served this year's News as Circulation
explosive nature of a public military Manager.
ceremony which might entice violent
Other members of the staff include
groups to · our campus, they Peggy Griffin, feature Editor, and Dan
recommended that the military review Costello, News Editor. The feature
and awards ceremony be cancelled."·
editor willbe responsible for assigning a
· definite quota of features and columns
· "The
students
particularly per issue. The news editor will assign
expressed a 'strong desire not to reporters and be · concerned with
endanger the present normal conduct of increasing the quantity and quality of
classes and . to . maintain here an news articles.
atmosphere.,.' ·of open
rational
Denny King, experienced in · the
discussion." · ··
News Sport's Department, is to be the
Student leaders at the meeting Sports' Editor.. filling the newly. Friday included Student Body created pos1taon of Production
President Tim Burke, President-elect Manager is Steve Goodman, a
sophomore CA major. Taking care of
the distribution of the News is
Circulation
.Keer, a
commuter who 11 majonng 10 history·
Contributing Editors for the upcomina academic year are Mike
Commuter Council elections are Cooney, Phil Mullin, and Grea Boehm.
beinJ held tomorrow and Friday, May Mike Cooney, a sophomore history
14 and 15. At preu time, the slate had major from Maysville, Kentucky served
not been filled with only six names in. If on this year's Student Council. Phil
you are still interested in running, Mullin is a junior Political Science
tonight at 10:00 p.m. is the deadline for major from Kettering, Ohio. Greg
entering your name.
Boehm, an HAB student from
Polls will be opened both days at Cincinnati served this year's News as an
8:30a.m. and will close at ~:00 p.m. The. , Associate Ed.itor and c~lu~nist.
.. ,
Pt;11s\vill' be situated :riaJ\t.acrou:from;:: · Ferd ~lemh~us, a. J.un1or com~u~er
the Grill. Names will be checked against and English maJor, w1ll be the ~dttonal
the student directory and will be Page Manager. .His duties will consist
opened to classes of 1971, 1972, and of res~nsibility for the actual
1973.
producauon and make-up of the

Fa.._ Sa....

· This is only a year's absence, and
Father will remain Chairman of
Xavier's English department. Through
· Mr. Wessling, the English department
:has sent a ietter to Father Savage
·:expressing their appreciation for his
leadership and encouraging him to stay.
On the Xavier faculty since
September, 1962, and chairman of the
Englis.h department since September,

Names Reed As Next Year's News Editor

Commuter Polls
0 pen T 0m0rr0W

M~nag~r .Gr~g

No. 24

editorial page. Jim Gruenwald, C.A.
major, will be Exchange Editor.
Gruenwald will work with the News to
establish closer co-operation with the
other Cincinnati college publications.
Reed outlined several changes for
next year. "Deadlines will be moved up,
and our editing will be more careful,"
the cub-editor told his staff this week.

move sports to the final two pages, the
editorial page will be .moved to pages
four and five, and most issues will be
twelve pages, instead of eight.

Staff changes will make possible
better coverage and more features, he
hopes. "We've expanded the editorial
board and changed its concept.
Altogether, we will be much more a
The paper will still come out on 'staff paper, than an editor-dominated
as
in the
We~~ildiiY· Production chanaes wi'l one
..
.
·- past."
. -- -

1965, Father Savage has made himself
known as a scholar, an interested and
interesting teacher and a creative,
forward-thinking administrator.
A native of Chicago, Father Savage
received his elementary and secondary
schooling there. He completed his
novitiate in the Society of Jesus at
Milford, Ohio, and served on the
teaching 'staff of St. Xavier High
School, Cincinnati, for three years
before taking up his theological studies
at West Baden College, Ind. He· was
ordained to the priesthood there in
1958.
Following the completion of
tertianship - the fifteenth and final year
of seminary training for the Jesuit
priest - he went to Oxford University
in England where he engaged in the
study of English literature from 1960 to
1962. During this time he also traveled
on the European continent and took
courses at The Sorbonne in France. Fr.
Savage received A.B. from Loyola
Chig, and M:A. from Oxford.

Young Dems Give
O'Brien Top Post
Since the fall of 1965 when the
Savier-Edgecliff Young Democrat
coalition was formed, the club has
united to become one of the most activt:
organizations on Xavier's campus as
well as Edgeclifrs campus.
The Xavier-Edgecliff Young
Democrats elected Jim O'Brien as the
club's president for 1970-71 in their
May 4 elections.

F8CUIty 9 StUd eDt OffeJCeS ASStgne
•
d
· The Space Allocation Committee is
submitting its proposals after a one
year study. Established as a tripartite
university committee responsible
directly to the President, the.
committee's decisions· have been
directly and indirectly affected most
studen'ts, faculty .and administrators.
In response to a Student Council
request, Breen lodge was turned O\'er
to student use. It will house the offic for
the Inter Dorm and Commuter
Councils,· chiss pre~idents. Young
Democrats and Republicans. the
Annual. Athenaeum, Debating Society
and the International Education
Association. The Piper House's first

floor was allocated to the Students for a
Christian Community. ·
· The Space Committee has allocated
Hinkle Hall for faculty offices. These
offices are to be one and two man office
ac:comodations. The choice of
individual location will remain with the
professors. The committee has
scheduled the faculty to occupy their
new offices before September first.
· After transferring the faculty l,ffices
from Schmidt to Hinkle. the \'arious
classrooms in Schmidt ha\·e been
reassigned. Mary G. Lodge Reading
Room has been turned O\'er to the
Education Department. which will use
it as a resource center for elementary
education.

O'Brien,
a
junior,
is
a
Communication Arts major from
Berea, Ohio. and has served as the
club's Student Director and Social
Chairman in the past.
The Y-D officers consist of Tom
Lux, executive vice-president; Mary
Walsh, administrati\·e \'ice-president;
francis Amatuli, secretary; and Bob
Kuhn, treasurer.
Elected to the Executi\'e Board were
Pegi Ahlricks. Paul Barney. Terry
Delaney. Andrew W. Kelly. Gary Lauk.
Ke\·in Pasguay. Fred Petz. and ~ancy
Varley.
In his acceptance speech. O'Brien
stated that "because of 'the wealth of
talent and indi\'idual initiati\'e of all the
club's members. the Xa\'ier-Edgecliff
Young Democrats could expect a most
rewarding and satisfying year."
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Mass, Discussions Highlight Strike
By FERD KLEINHAUS
On Tuesday morning, students
arriving on campus were met by
. approximately fifteen representatives of
the Student Government passing, out
· information on the student strike
against "business as usual" and a Mass
on the mall.
The first-period classes were, for the
most part, poorly attended and, in
many cases, instructors dismissed
classes early. As a result, some six to
seven hundred stuxents appeared on
the mall at 9:00 a.m. to attend the Mass
for non-violent awareness.

students . send a letter to President
Nixon concerning the constitutional
aspects of the war and the international
legality of the war. Sophomore, Denny
Nixon, responded by saying that there
are "never responses to letters or
petitions, but only violence." He added
that violence "doesn't make sense but
it's the . only way they accomplish
anything."
Dr. Eberhart led the discussion on
the Grill balcony. The discussion lent
· itslef to the effectiveness of non-

O.PEN

violence. Dr. Eberhart sugested
Ghandi as an example of peaceful
, dissent as "eating away at the
conscienee ofsociety."
The reactions to the "strike" were
mixed. Many students felt that it served
to unite the student body in a common
effort. Others felt that it was premature and id not accomplish much.
However, the majority of the
participators seemed to feel that the'
strike was well handled and in
competent hands.

N'EXT SAT. & SUN.

PAY ONE PRICE

S]SO
RIDE ALL RIDES ALL DAY!

Fathers Bishoff, Carey, Kle.in, and
Bollman con-celebrated the Eucharistic
sacrifice. Students appeared most
reverent despite the various opinions on
the issue at hand. The ceremony was
briefly interrupted by one parent. She
apologized for her intrusion, explaining
she simply was unaware that a Mass
was being held.
At the conclusion of the Mass,
Student Council President Tim Burke
made a brief speech. Dressed in coat
and tie, and visibly tired, Burke made it
clear that the term "student strike" was
not "entirely accurate",

(Or luy h91lor Ride Strips)

ENTERTAINMENT'S GREATEST BARGAIN!

*

NEW! THE GALA.XI
Italian Roller Coaster

*

Dine in the J'ELJ'ET PALACE ••• budgetpriced meals in Gay '90s atmo1phere!

"We are trying to take time out
from 'business as usual' to consider the
violence which exists in our midst. . . ~;;!!!!!!!!!!iel!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!l!!!!!!!!!!!l-1!1!!!!!!illj
We are not trying to close down the
university. That's not our aim." Burke
then asked the students present to
make "some kind of personal decision
to join with us the rest of the day or
not." The students present reacted to
· his speech with enthusiastic applause.
Deari of Men, Patrick Nally, was
introduced. Dean Nally observed that
"this beautiful celebration of the
Eucharist has brought us together in a
time· of emotion and sadness." In
response to a request from Burke
asking him to march, Dean Nally

We

name
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has a
beautiful
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Any students wishina to obtain copies of Dr. Charles
McCuthy's FAST speech, presented in the GrUI two weeks aao,
can aet them from the NEWS omce or by contactina Peau
Gritnn.
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STARTS WEDNESDAY I MAY 20th

love
Students and moderators expressed
various feelings a about the war, the
Kent State tragedy, and President
Nixon. Mr. Mooney proposed that
responded, "I fell compelled as a
Christian to do so." Nally concluded his
speech with an invitation asking
everyone present to join him in the
"march against violence."
The ·students participating in the
"strike" spent the remainder of the
morning in various discussion groups.
Mr. Mooney, S.J. and Dr. led the
discussions which took place on the hill
opposite the University Center and/or
the Grtll balcony.
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• Sirloin Steak
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Chef'• Criap Garllen
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$179
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NORTHUN ICY.
4218 PIXif HWY.

CHERRY GROVE
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WOODLAWN
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.A!!Carved
WEDDING
A-COSTA SET
B -RAFAEL SET

RINGS

storring joan baez • joe cocker • country joe & the fish • crosby, stills & nash
arlaguthrie • richiehavens • jimihendrix esantonaejohnsebastianesha·na-na
sly &the family ston.. ten years aherethe who • and 400,000 other beautilul people.

C - CORTEZ SET
D - MODESTO SET

a film by

A rtCarved wetldi~g ring• in UK solid gold
are atJailable from 110 to over 1150

f':::·i:;.·-&

Special Cut Chor-lroilell

Garlic
french Roll

More than 50 million beautiful rings, to be exact.
Since 1850, ArtCarved artisans have carefully
wrought beautiful wedding rings which have been
the choice of more brides and grooms than any
other. In today's hurry-up world, the name
ArtCarved inscribed inside a wedding band
represents a rare kind of old-fashioned devotion
to excellence and value. Our new ArtCarved
collection is a truly dazzling display of design,
from bold sculptures and blazing facets to soft,
shimmering ftorentines. May we show them to you?

michael wad leigh .produced by

bob maurice · a wadleigh-maurice,ltd.

STUDENT CHARGE ACCOUNTS INVITED

production • technicolor® from warner bros.
......fii1

M11111C'r1D Under 17 requlrn
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750 SWIFTON SHOPPING CENTER, CINCINNATI, OHIO
731-1800

712 MADISON AVENUE, COVINGTON, KENTUCKY
261-7694
I·.
1
1
1
: : ·'aT~· ~N:rl M~~Mri~~H. NEWPORT, K~~r:u~~v
261-4183

iI

LIBERAL DISCOUNTS ON ALL MERCHANDISE FOR ALL
.XAVIER STUDENTS AND FA~~LTV MEMB.ERS
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The eagerly awaited motion picture, 'Woodstock" which will open Mav. 20th exclusively
at the RKO Albee will have a) private, invitational screening on Monday evening, May 18th
at the RKO Albee. The Xavier News has rer~~'yep )00 -~09kets for t,is preview. If you are
\interested h1 attending as guests of the theatre.!: (>I'
you can obtain them at the "News" office.
First come .
first served!
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Cquncil Reaches Strike Decision At 4AM
(Continued from page I)
they told Xavier's president and with us," he apJ)ealed to a burst of
president-elect, and had called a· four applause. The march was planned for
· Tuesday morning, May S, 4:00 a.m.
day strike. This new measure branded 3:30 Tuesday afternoon. "We can never
ended the agonizing decision-making
the four deaths at Kent State "murders". say,'' he continued, "there will be no
process. At that hour, before a crowd of
over SOO students in Brockman Lounge,
While discussions were still violence; we don't think there will be
the Xavier University Student
underway between Xavier's leaders and any violence."
.• Government called for a strike against
U.C.'s, a report came to the council
Standing in the midst of the now
violence.
of(ice that the ~oviet Union and Red largely seated crowd, this curly-haired,
China had issued the United States a dungareed spokesman assured the
The · · official student resolution
three-hour ultimatum t~ leave Xavier Student Council, the march had
declared Tuesday a "Day of Education
Cambodia. If it was not met, the report . won the support of U.C.'s radical
Concerning Violence~ and requested
that all members of the university join · affirmed, the U.S. would be at war.
element. "They won't disrupt it.~'
in liturgical service on the university
· The students in the office laughed
· "The purpose of the march is a
mall at 9:00a.m.
· nervously and rejected the rumor as protest against violence."
Events leading up to the decision false. Three hours later these men stood
After the speech, however, Thlron
-· began early Monday evening when
face 'to face with a crowd of over 500 warned his fellow council members that
word spread through the dorms that angry young men. They voted for one the community Is made up of
National Guardsmen had fired on a day of non-violence.
Individuals. "You can't le1lslate
crow'd of students at Kent State.
Concelebrated in the open air, the morality," he told them. Thiron
An emergency Student Council early morning mass proceeded advocated a momln1 mass for the
meeting was called for 11:00 p.m. peacefully, accompanied by guitar whole university, then a "spontaneous
music and several hymns. When mass not 1oin1 to clau." Council could not,
Monday.
Meanwhile, Student Body President ended, the students filed into Brockman he felt, demand claues be stopped.
in a steady stream. The lounge . T
D ·
Af A
Tim Burke, Vice-President elect John lounge
.
.
ony
avts, new
ro- m
peo~le
from
wall
t~
wall
President
touched
off
another
round of
was
hned
wtth
Coyne,
Council-member
Mike
O'Connell, and· Senator-elect Dan and others who arrtved late stood m the · deba te whe n he calied out , "Y ou•re a
Costello crossed the city to attend a outer corridor. In the lounge, several buncft of dreamers. Some of you are
spokesmen and council members sat on
tense student government meeting at the baclts of chairs or stood ori window hypocrites."
"You say you're committed to this
the University of Cincinnati.
sills and radiators.
non-violence, but that's bullshit,
· The U.C. student senate at that time
Burke told the assemblage that its because some of you aren't nondeclared May S a "Day of Commitment
size
was "unbelievable at this 'time of violent."
against Violence," and requested · that
In one rebuttal, a fiery, red-faced
classes be cancelled for that day. The night."
A U.C. spokesman asked the crowd white student answered stressing his
lJ.C. senate also asked that the day
(Continued on page 6)
(Tuesday) be devoted to talks on non- for its support. "We want you to march
violence and · urged a silent march
against violence through the city,
culminating in a vigil ceremony in
Nippert Stadium.
Shortly thereafter, Xavier'_s council
convened in Brockman Lounge. Some
200 student spectators were also
.
'
present. Many spoke to the Student
Councilmen and newly elected Student
Senators, who met in joint session.
President Burke opened the
discussion, announcing the events at
Kent State and informing the crowd of
the decision made at U.C.
"Four students were killed at Kent
State this-afternoon," Burke recounted.
"The .Oiy fact we have at present is that
they were killed."
John Coyne then reviewed the U.C.
meeting, giving his own personal
reactions as well.
· "Those 35 senators had a lot of
-pressure on them,'' Coyne said. He
-described the large crowd at the
meeting as unruly and emotional. He
warned against Xavier's own meeting
developing the same atmosphere.
The important thing was, "Four,
kids went away to college and got sboV '
to death,'' Coyne felt. "It's our place to
care."
Other speakers followed, most
offering suggestions for expressions .of
mourning or of outrage with the
National Guard and U.S. involvement
in Indo China. Some argued that
Xavier's program should be unique or at least·on par with other universities'.
"Human lives are being sacrificed,''
warned Matt Hayes. "Are we here to do
something
better
than
other
50,000 gallon filtered pool
univ.::rsities, or are we here to mouro
the IQss of real human lives?''
"I don't get.the same feeling of
• May thru September memberships.
mourning,'' responded Mike Myers.
• Open 7 days week, till dark.
"I don't think my sense is mourning.
eown key and card. ·
It's outrage. We're outraged at
Cambodia."
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THE
ECOLOGY MAJOR
SAIDCONSERVATIVELY:

a

EXCLUSIVE SUMMER
SWIMMING POOL
OFFER

.

FACULTY AND
SUMMER SCHOOL
STUDENTS· OF
XAVIER UNIVERSITY
UNDERGRADUATES
AND GRADUATES

j

WHILE AT SUMMER CLASSES;
ENJOY YOUR LEISURE TIME
BY JOINING THE

Manor House Apt. Pooi

• Refreshments available.
• Lounge Chairs, tables for cards.
• Picnic grill terrace

Ma88 on the Mall
On a motion by Mike o·c~nnell,
recently defeated presidential candidate
who was to.. remain influential
throiipout the evenina. the meetina
adjourned to allow time for a mass for
· auidance and a coolin& off period.

ONLY
.
$25.00-for 100 days-costs-25¢ a dayl
.

1'111-, coacellllraled on the ....U
ltJ Fa..... Dick .,......, Pete care,,
AIIIIICINI« and A~ Sclnrlnd, attracted a
crowd of MYeral ....._.... Tile ID8it
1tep11 at 1:31 and was bnlllldlateiJ.
folowed ltJ a ucond round of c~ .
.............•:!/ ' l ' i
I
:
;:
.I
Prior to the mass, four student ·
leaders from U.C. met privately with
Tim Burke ~nd Mark Thiron and
several' council staffen in the council
office:· 1\ iecolid emergency meeting of ·
" ~.'s ~tudent senate had been held,

1

Conveniently located 2 minutes
adjoining XU campus at
. . , r386,3 .~~~gew09d Drive. Call or S~e
Mrs. Madl~n Grube or Dr. Link.
for applications.
Phones: 731 -66Q5 - 731 -6215
(limited Memberships-No Guestsl)

~~---------------------------------------~

MILLER
MAKES IT RIGHT!
SEND us··
YOUR
ADJECTIVE
PUNS ABOUT
COLLEGE
'MAJORS.

COLLEGE BOX 4112
©MILLER BREW. CO:
MILW., WIS. 53201

IMMEDIAR OPENINGS- MEtt.a'.STUDENTS
$300.00 GUARANTEED FOR 11 'WEEKS
PART-TIME WORk
ALSO SOME FULL-TIME OPENINQS
•CALL TODA V 241-2944

PART TIME WORK
CINCINNATI OFFICE OF LARGE ·CORPORATION WILL .. -HIRE SEVERAL STUDENTS EIGHTEEN 8t OVER TO WORK
PART TIME IN MARKETING & SALES
PROMOTION. AFTERNOONS, .-EVENINGS
AND WEEK-ENDS.
$76 PER WEEK SALARY OR INCENTIVE
FOR TWENTY HOUR WE·EK .

Call
Mr. Marks

621 :6330< ' ."' .'

t.l-.14'··· .- ..

• .• •.,• ..\.,.•.·:

'Thai Piece of Trash'
Puhli•lw<l•·ocLI~· d~rin~t ~ht ..:ho<>l )·~r utcrt durin' ,.3cation and uamin:~tion periods hy Xa,·itr llni.-.rsit~·. Hamilton County, Evanllon. Cincinnati. Ohio
~~::!0 7. S.'.uo ror )·nr.

Editors:
1 wish to add my own voice to those self-righteous tongues now .sho~Jting in
unison against the depraved fabliaux which appeared in the most recent issue of

EnteMI a• st«lnd <Ia•• maurr Oct.,..;,r ~. 1~ attht Post Office of Cincinn:~ti. Ohio under tht Act uf March ~. IH79.
~_:=:::~~==~~~~~----~--------------------------------------------------_.theAthenaeum.

The Only Sane Way
"How m11ny ears must one m~~nlrllve before he ctm hear people cry? How nu~ny deaths will it take
till he knows tlrllttoo many people lrllve died?"
Linefrom Blowin' in the Wind, sung at Tuesday's1111111 ofmourning.
Xavier this week mourns four deaths. The
response of our community to last week's
tragedy at Kent State has been characterized by_
·constraint and concern.
Quite obviously, . many students were
effected by the death of the Kent State students.
The large number of students attending the 1:30
mass and the Student Council meeting which
followed testified to the extent of student
distress.
'

Ratterman,
--Savage Depart
As the academic year draws to a close, it is
fitting that we honor two distinguished
members of the Xavier University community
who will not return .next year: Father Patrick
H. Ratterman and Father Thomas G. Savage.
Father Ratterman has served at Xavier for over
fifteen years, first as Dean of Men and more
recently as Vice-President for Student Affairs.
Years of hard work in this challenging and
demanding area culminated in a severe heart
attack last year which has led to his pre-mature
retirement. In addition ·to his heavy
responsibilities at Xavier, Father also found
time to author a book, The Emerging Catholic
University.
Father Savage has completely revitalized
the English Department in the past eight years
and helped to establish its reputation for
academic excellence. He served as a catalyst for
liturgical development on campus through his
masses, his Lenten homilies, and his recent
series of homilies qn Christ and secular
humanism in Bellarmine Chapel. Likewise, he
extended his service beyond the Xavier
community by teaching English at a local high
sclio!>l and seminary and as a popular guest
speaker. He will exchange his academic role for
a more pastoral one as a Newman Center
chaplain at a Southern university. ·
The departure of these two men is an
. unfortunate loss for Xavier University. The
Administration must replace them with
educators of proven ability. Father Ratterman's
successor must be an individual who will
continue his understanding attitude in the
handling of student affairs, and the new
chairman of the English Department must be
one who will preserve its academic reputation
and high status. in the College of Arts and
Sciences. Only in this manner can Xavier
expect to achieve its goal of academic
advancement and guarantee its future as an
"emerging Catholic University."
-P.A.M.

Student · leaders showed their restraint by
not abusing.the four deaths. The central themes
of the week's activities were mourning for the
dead students and the rejection of violence as a
tool. The students were distressed on Monday
night. A demagogue could have channeled this
distress into a general attack on almost any
problem but the students did keep- the four
deaths in mind and refused to abuse this
tragedy to further their goals.
The high attendance of members of the
faculty at the memorial service on Tuesday was
gtatifying. The administration exhibited
calmness and cooperation toward student
activities during the week.
I

· After witnessing the week's activities on the
Xavier campus, the basic reaction is one of
hope. One hopes that students will continue to
speak intelligently and to listen to the ideas of
those with whom they disagree. One hopes that.
the people who were concerned about the death
of the four students at Kent State will continue
to be concerned about human life and will
continue to embrace nonviolent methods as the
only sane way to solve problems.
-J.M.C.

Ratterman Bids Thiron Sueeesa
Mr. Mark W. Thiron, President Elect
Xavier University Student Body
321 Brockman Hall
Xavier University
Dear Mark,

It is so very important that these permissive. It is insisting upon an
problems be honestly faced, solutions interior discipline of the mind and heart
sought and, where possible, answers which far supersedes any discipline
found in a manner which brings out the externally imposed in times past.
best in the academic community.
1 regret very much that 1 will not bC
Last Friday evening when
What is that best? I like to refe~ to it on the Xavier campus through the years
returned to campus I was informed that
you and John Coyne had been elected as "friendliness." From the conflict of immediately ahead. They will be
minds trying to be friendly comes truth. interesting years, exciting, and, without
President and Vice President of. the
·
Xavier University
Studen• Body for "Friendliness" in that context is an doubt, crucial to the development of
1970•7 1. May 1 extend tr Joth of you academic best. It means speaking out every member of the university
my most sincere congratulations.
honestly and
forthrightly.
It ·communi,y. Whether or not they will
presupposes deep self-respect, integrity be educationally productive will depend
.It does not take much of a prophet
to foresee that the days ahead will bring and forethought. On the other hand, so much on the understanding and
· · ·just a · attitude Of "friendliness" with which all
unusual responsibilities to men in "your "beirig friendly" indicates· ·not
.
willingness
to
listen
but
·an'
educilted: members of the university approach the
position on the many campuses
capacity to seek out elements of concerns that will arise.
50
reasonableness and truth in what other
throughout the country. There are
ma?y problems immediately at h~nd persons are sa in .
I wish you and John every success
national. local and campus - tn the
Y g
.
and God's blessing through the year
resolution of which students will insist,'
A univ~rsity co!Jl,n~unitY.. w~ic~ .~head,.
quite reasonably, that'- ilit'y' '·pt"a'y:·liri edu~~tes. ~en ,t,o "friendliness~' in this
Sincerely yours,
effective role.
u,•,•.• ::'.·!' .,,-:
sc!lis~"can 'ne~cir. be.Ad:t'.sed ·of being
P. H. Ratterman, S.J.
(~ ''--;') . i"!l. :;. )

l .•

Like many of those whose letters have been p,rinted in past issue.s of the News,
1 too had difficulty procuring a cop of this collector's cornucopia of crass crudity.
Unlike some, however,l realis.ed that everything has its price, even at a Christian
institution; and, after some clever ~elective W?rk into the best sources of
underground supply for the scrofulous text, I clandestinely pJaced an ad for the
same on the bulletin board at Schott Hall. Beside the ad, but separate from it, I
pinned a suitable stipend for a Mass to be offered by anyone so ordained, for t~e
continuation of Mr. Keating's crusade against syphilitic smut.
The next day, in thirteen plain brown envelopes, I received as many Xeroxed
copies ofthe article in question. One envelope also .contained a note thanking me
for my generous stipend and for my concern with a.cause "more important to
. me," the note went on, "than all the Black Panthers in the world placed in a lump
in all the jails of the U.S.A." (The Mass will be intoned on.~he 23rd of May, 1973,
should anyone be interested in attending.)
·
After posting checks to each of my thirteeen suppliers, I sat down to the
arduous ordeal of reading this article, which I was certain, even before reading it,
would be pure filth anyway, die to the commentary letters·previously appearing
in the News, without which, I might add, I would never have\fallen upon the
unutterable obscenity contained in this most vulgar of literary aberations.
After devouring, one by one, each of the thirteen Xeroxed copies of "Clerical
Abuses in Putnam County, Kentucky," I can truthfully say that there was not
enough literary excellence in that fablizux to justify even one reading, by any but
warped of minds.
I am a high school English teacher myself, and I pride myself on my open·
mindedness; but after meticulously scrutinizing that piece of trash thirteen
separate, individual times,• I am convin:ed that it could offend even my students;
and I can guarantee you that they are more enlightened and aware of this sort of
thing than you or me or anyone of virtue except priests, who learn about such
things through the confessional and then only vicariously.

"'

Therefore, die to all the above reasons and some which 1 do not even have the
nerve to explain, I highly recommend that those copies of the Athenaeum, so
cleverly ~nd .quickly spirited from the newsstand, remain right ·where they are, in
the hands of those for whom they will do the most good. I must also ask that you
cancel my subscription to the alumni magazine. One never knows whether such
unnatural acts, as described so salaciously in the infamous article, might find
their way into other u.niversity publications.
'

Sincerely~

Steven B. Daedelus '51

Another Irony to Ponder
Editor:
Walking to class the other day, I noticed a workman painting the ehalns
which border the sidewalk leading to Alter Hall with areen paint. In that chains
are traditionally a symbol of opprealon and subjapdon, and in that green is the
Liturgical color for Hope, I found this quite ironic, if not paradoxical. Upon
reflection, (yes, even a pagan member of the Athenaeum staff is capable of
reflection!) I decided that this symbolic par!ldox was only indicative of the
stifling atmosphere that the administration, the greater part of the faculty, and
the larger segment of the student body perpetuate in the Xavier "community."
Dylan's words: "even Jesus would never forgive what you do," are certainly
applicable here, just as they are in being addressed to the "masters of war."
Another irony for the Society of Jesus and its cohorts ,to ponder.
James C. Quinlivan Jr.

'Cover All Nude Women'
Dear University Community, All of You,
MAKE NO MISTAKE ABOUT IT, I AM THE EDITOR. Because I was'
such a good kid, the University decided to let me be the Editor of a large
metropolitan Literary Magazine called the Athenaeum. (And from this sprung
my invitation to do this column·. Oh, if they only had known what they were
getting themselves irito)They gave me the key to the office, an unlisted telephone
number, and a few cigars to celebrate the occasion. And then they said to me,
"Go out and do great things and make us proud of you." And, of course, through
me and the magazine, them and the University.
·
So I did. I put together the Athenaeum and Oh, what a bad boy was I! I was
called into the principal's office and smacked across the knuckles with a ruler and
told not to do it again. Well, I don't.
But the funny thing is, graduating won't solve the problem. Sending me off
into the great world outside will not alleviate the cultural deficiency on this
campus. Granted, I do not consider myself the chief instigator of the' entire hoax,
but I did order the troops into Cambodia, so to speak, and somiione started to
burn down my armories as well. I now feel some affinity with Sprio and Tricky
Dick. I feel like one of the real bad guys, one of the original dirty men. I have had
a job offer with MAD MAGAZINE because of my talent for doing great take .
offs on college literary magazines. I have also tleen asked by Hugh Hefner to
become his new College Editor, my duties beiltl aoina .aroun4 the country and
giving student editors advice on how to spice up their publications. I haven't
decided whether to take one ·of these jobs or to go out to Kansas and stick my
head in a hole.
·
Whatever I decide, the decision will be mine and the University hopes I will
choose the course best suited to the entire University Community.
I have decided to take a side trip to Europe this summer so that I can drape all
the nude statues in the Louvre and other places that cater to the lewd and
indecent. All are invited to go along with me, all you need is a commission from
some few members of the University Community that reads, "If nude women are
considered art, then what's happening to our society? Your mission, should you
decide to accept it, is to seek out and cover all nude women, alive or dead,
painted, sculpted or otherwise." It's the "otherwise" that is drawing me to
Europe, but that is a Literary Magazine of another color .
Color mineBiue.
Color me Gone. I'm grad~ating. (Hopefully) (If th~y let 'me); ...
Color you Connnes, and Frustrated. You're still here.

'• I:
)

I

i

And WATCH OUT FOR NUDE WOMEN BECAUSE THEY AREN'T TO
BE MISTAKEN FOR ART.
.
Oh,l wish I hadn't been' so obscene: ·
· · ···· · · '.
i · Truly. Yours,
• · • _,' • 1,
.r.~ .· . ·.r~· .r .• ,.- .. ':J '~'· ·,_, .... ···: ·.. DanieJ"B,.·K'«ne
r •'
,
Editor. Xavier Athe11aeum
'
1
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'Think Deeply'

Page Five

J)an Kane

In His Own Write

Editor:

Bowina Out

· "':f'e ~nt rash of demonstrations on campuses across the nation has

pr~Vl~~ a tame of deep thought for every student. I feel if each student would use
th11 time of thouaht to tlllnk instead of emotionally demonstratina a Jot of .._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _.;;l';..___________________.J
unfortunate incidents could be avoided.

'

· I ~eel .people have lost ri3ht of the real problem, COMMUNISM. When
s~ak1n1 ~~ terms of violence, its rather unfair to think of our aovemment as
VIolent. F1nt of all, our reason for beina in Viet Nam is that millions of people in
Southeast Asia were beina oppressed, YloleniiJ, by the Communists. The United
States has come to the aid of the oppressed and I feel the United States must
continue to do so whether it be in Viet Nam, Laos, Cambodia or South America.
Conce~i~a Cambodia•. our involvement there is a military necessity and the
destruction of Commumst bases there will be undoubtedly save more lives than it
will lose.

Four yean is a lona time for
anythina. It's a lona time to be in jail, a
lona time to be away from home, a lona
time to be asleep. A University
education is four yean long.
In my four yean I have felt like I
was in jail; two years in Brockman Hall,
I have felt quite a bit away from home
and have also J)een asleep quite a bit of

the time. But I was awake enough to
learn. I learned all about BioloJY and
Mathematics and Reliaion and
Metaphysics, and Education, and
mostly Enalish because I wu majorina
in it. All this I learned in the class room,
there were other thinp that I learned
outside the class room. I learned how to
live- in relative peace with my fellow

I personally have faith in our country I can't state what motives students have
for demonstrating, but I'm afraid they are basically selfish motives. If you care
for your country you must be willing to sacrifice for it.

'Many Thanks'

I hope Xavier students think deeply about this before taking any radical

Editor:
I would like to express my gratitude to the many factions and aaencies of
Cmclftnatt.
Xavier University who went out of their way to contribute to another successful
Oile further point, if students sincerely believe that demonstrations are year of the Student Volunteer Services.
I would especially like to thank Mr. James McCafferty and Mr. Joseph
necessary, let's make sure that only Xavier students participate. We don't need
Sullivan of the Athletic Department who made tickets available and put the
U.C. or anyone else to demonstrate for Xavier. Please think about it.
intramural facilities at our disposal numerous times.
Rick Bolger
I want to thank Father Ratterman who took the time to help co-ordinate the
athletic facilities for us. I would also like to extend my gratitude to George Eder
and Mike Lang who spent countless hours workina on and developing our
program.
a~tio.ns, ~cause it would be foolish to think that Kent State couldn't happen in

On The Topic of Violence

Many thanks to the Social Committee of Student Council which made
We, the members of the Afro-American Student Association, feel that our $140.00 worth of tickets available to the children from Lonaview over Sprina
Weekend.
position on non-violence is generally summed up in the following presentation.
A special thanks to Dr. Albert Anderson for uother year of devoted service
Firilt of all we believe that the definition and the use of the concept of violence
has been determined by the rulina segment of our society. For the ruling segment, and auidance.
Editor:

violence is justifiable and even necessary to perpetuate the norms and ideals of
that segment. In our society the concept of power is equated with the concept of
potential violent action. The many advances in medicine, education, aariculture,
etc. are secondary on the scale for .determining a powerful country. When
violence is used to promote the aims of the ruling segment, it is an
unquestionable aood. When the ruled segment beains to tum to violence as
means to their ends, the moral and ethical question of violence is brouaht to
light. As to the "aoodness" or "badness" of violence we can take no moral or
ethical stands. We know violence exists, the real question is who has the
authority to legalize violence. The relativity of the use of violence is reflected in
the old example: if a ruled man were in Vietnam and"killed thirty yellow people
who were pointed out by the American rulina segment as his enemy he would be
aiven a medal. He would become a hero. He has killed America's enemy, but
America's enemy is not his enemy. If in Washington, D.C., New York, Oakland,
..or some other American city, this ruled man killed thirty policemen who have
been brutalizina his people and who are his enemy, he would get the electric
chair. It is the question of who has authority to legalize violence? For the ruling
segment violence is just the expedient thing to do. This expedient violence
becomes institutionalized in our society.
· The rulina segment makes violence a functioning part of the functioning
society. The violence of the ruled segment is disruptive to the ruling segment.
This disruptiveness is easily detected and therefore the taraet of those who do not
want to change the society. Violence apinst the ruling segment must be
leaitimatized in the minds of the ruled segment so that violence against an
oppressor will be expedient.
We believe that in the society in which lived there exists two types of violence:
revolutionary and counter-revolutionary. In the words of Stokely Carmichael,
"counter-revolutionary violence is that violence which seeks to keep an unjust
system in power. A revolutionary violence would be that violence which seeks to
destroy an unjust system, and to establish in its place a just system which speaks
to the needs and desires of the masses of our people. We are for revolutionary
violence."
Power to the People and the Mind
Afro-American Student Association

Lies and Rumors
Children of Xavier University,
1 was actively involved in the campaign of one of the three excellent teams
runnina for president and vice-president of our student body two weeks aao. I
was tremendously ignorant and naive in that I thought that the student body was
truly interested in the issues of this campaign, and I thou9ht these students cared
about who was to lead them. I was rudely awakened Wednesday night to the fact
that a large portion of this group of people, so often referred to as a community,
was in no way interested in issues or philosophies, but only in rumors, lies, and
infantile gossip spread by a few malicious peopleconcerned only with causing a
split among the body of people which walks around on campus. (I am not at all
concerned with the question, which is so childish that it may be brought up, that
of "who started it?"). I am in no way slighting any of the candidates nor the
campaian workers, althouah we are not the epitome of innocence, but I am
presenting my view of a number of "average students" here at Xavier.
1 personally feel insulted and degraded because I am part of this university
and some parts of this university are destroyina it. I found it next to impossible to
find the truth to many of these lies and rumors. Usually stories have only two
sides, but most of thes stories spread last week had as many as six or seven. sides.
1 could find no one to offer me the truth; I even heard people repudiate a
statement made by a member of "our" administration, not say that the
administration is infallible, but to show you the dearee of differenciation between
some of these stories. WHO AM I TO TURN TO: students, whom I greatly
respected; student leaders, whom I greatly respected; or "our" administration
which, in the past, has told us very little.
The main point I am driving at is that I am sick and tired, fed up and
disgusted with the childish attitudes on ALL parts concerning the elections and
many other aspects of this university. This feeling arew to the point where I
almost did not vote in the past election, not to hurt or help anyone, but because I
thought I would be refusing to help a group of students who don't give a shit
about anything to decided who would lead them. I decided to vote because I did
consideer the philosophies and issues and I made my own personal decision. I
voted also because I decided that the above mentioned group of students needed
help, and they most likely still do.
1am not making a dramatic plea for "concern", :•awareness". or anything else
from the student body and I damn well don't :want t!Jcs~ lies, :jnd ~l!mqrs s.tarted
,up.again.-l·am.merely telling you. children. how I feel about you.
.,.,."''·····.•, .·.:· '. ·. ·' ,.,.·
TcrranceW. Delaney

Many thanks to all the students who volunteered, in any capacity, to
contribute to the success of our proarams.
There are numerous people and aaencies, both on and off campus, that pve
their time and energy that enabled Student Volunteer Services to complete
another suceessful year. To them many thanks.
Sincerely,
Chip Carpenter
Student Director
Student Volunteer Services

More on Violence
Editor:
· The march last Tuesday, from Xavier to U.C. to downtown, had as its
objective the condemn'ation of all violence. ·I' don't believe that most of the
students who participated in the march had thoroughly contemplated the theme
of their protest. They were not willing, for instance, to stand by and see their
loved ones attacked and not put up any violent resistance. They were not ready to
withstand a personal physical attack. and then get up off the ground and turn the
other cheek. This philosophy is an extremely serious one and cannot be accepted
without much deep, self-searchina consideration.
· There are many people who have taken total non-violence as a way of life; but
those in the march who have not are, as Tony Davis stated at the Brockman
Lounge meeting Monday night, hypocrites. I do not accept this philosophy. The
philosophy of total non-violence is idealistic and unrealistic. Violence, to a
certain extent, is basic to human nature, all of nature. I agree that all unnecessary
violence should be protested apinst and rooted out of our present society. This
should have been the theme of the march Tuesday; the existing one was
irrational. This is why I could not participate in that demonstration.
Ralph Watson

'Check Out Your Minds'

man (Supposedly in the Dorm, but
usually on the streets), I learned to stay
away from the police because they were·
my friends, and they were supposed to
be around when I needed them, but it
always seemed to be the other way
around, I learned to run from
situuations that I could not handle.
(This was.tauaht by the Dean of Men in
Brockman Hall in the year of the
Riots), and I learned how to count on
Edna instead of the rest of the
Reaistrar's Office, (She alwys seemed to
be more aware of what was happening,
and she was certainly more willing to
help than the rest of the staff).
I've had good times, and bad times,
a lot of good vibes balanced by many
bad ones, I got what I wanted from the
University and I'm running like a
bandit before they try to take it back. I
want to get out and try to put it all
together for it has come in bits and
pieces. The bits I learned Freshman
year, all the card games and high school
airls, the pieces I learned in SQPhomore
year, the bad grades and the movie I
tried to make, the fragments in Junior
. year when all I did was study to make
up for Sophomore year, and the Nurse
I knew, and tyina it all together in my
Senior year when I lived through the
Great Cincinnati Chili Bust, and the
Great Athenatum Fabliau Faux Pas,
and this column, and my roommate
Tom Sheedy, whom I will remember as
a student leader of sorts, and a
politician in the lona run, and all the
freaks when I was long haired, and my
student teaching, (also when I was long
haired) and all the Friday niaht wine
· parties with the people, and my
Associate Editor, Bob Collins whose
beard I still can't get over, (a head nod
of thanks to him and all t!le rest of the
boys who helped me get into so much
hot water, and to John Blanchard who
bought the rubber ducks), and to Karl
Wentersdorf who should be taken at
least once to learn what a real teacher is
like and Ernie Fontana who could
bring Pope Paul's memoirs to life, and
to Father Felten for being a true
administratior, balancing
administration and humanity in equal
portions.

I want to leave behind all the
computer tests and lectures, the
compulsory religion I experienced my
first three years, (I have become a
Druid because of it), the parking tickets
when I didnt even have a car down
here, the University's bullheadedness,
the student's stupidity, and the lack of
communication between them, the
(acuity's
aloofness,
and
the ·
administration's condescension, and all
of the walls I was forced up against that
weren't necessary.

Editor:
To the "University" and the "Sick Society":
This is to Messers. O'Connor, Brugaeman, Schmidt, and the rest of the men
of Power at Xavier. First of all, I would like a reply to this letter. My question is
how much does it hurt to accept the truth. Xavier University is advertised as a
liberal arts university, yet the curr,iculum is so restricted that many students can't
seek endeavors in their major fields because they can't make it through many of
This University has been pretty
these "required" courses. These courses are said to be designed to give a liberal
good to me, but it has also thrown me
education to the students of Xavier. What does liberal mean? What does
some curves, and most of them in the
education mean? It seems that his university is confused on the terms liberal and
last few months. I am sorry to see it, for
offered. There also seems to be confusion on the terms education and
indoctrination. Our wonderful examples of leadership continually fill the. it negates what it has taken three and a
half years to build up, a sense of
students' minds with alossy ideals and fantasies. Traditional teachina methods
community, a sense of.sharing, a sense
reflect the fear of the university to be realistic in the social context of the
of intellectual freedom. Now I know it
community. This place is actually restricting the boundaries of ·education by
just d9esn't exist, for I am afraid to
limitina the scope of all arguments to the conservative Catholic way, which is
print anything that would offend
isolation from reality. Check your neighbors, Xavier: Evanston. Walnut Hills,
certain members of the University
Avondale, Bond Hill, and Norwood (can you dig it?). Here sits Xavier in the
Community because they hold the
middle of this "areat rich surround ina."
purse strings, and they wouldn't like it.
· The students have little choice of the books used in class or the material
· The smallness, the pettiness of the
lectured on. The institutionalized methods don't hit the real world. In the light of
treatment of the Athenaeum "problem"
all the turmoil in the communities and the world, Xavier carries on "business as
shatters
my feelinas for the freedom of
usual." Black students coming into Xavier now see clearly the obstacles they face.
this University. Letters with noe names,
Many white students are not too worried about their chances of failing because
rumors started, all of the elements of a
all they have to do is play the game the faculty plays. The inconsistency between
typical small town blackball came to
the ideals tauaht and the reality that exists is magnified in the university's stand
the fore. Here I was in the middle, the
on pressina social problems. Recoanition of the problem. then "business as
Editor of the whole dirty mess, and I
usual."
didn't receive one single letter. or one
To assume a position of isolation is comparable to saying "reality is not in our
angry comment. Why? Because I am
sphere of education." There has been an attempt to "appease" certain factions;
not responsible, it was all the work of
the university should try to communicate with these factions and relate the
lhe moderator. Sure it was. Why the
courses and the effects of the factions with the institutionalized policies of the
students don't have enough intelligence
university. The men of power are so worried about saving face that they overlook
to directly confront the University in
solutions to problems that are right under their noses. One solution is
this fashion, do they? Sure. we do. but·
relatedness. Another is complete truths. Teachers here seem to hate anyone to
we didn't. And that's as much as I'm
prove lhem wrong. If anyone wants a complete education. check out the
going to say on the topic. Let it all die. I
surrounding communities and try to relate them to· Xavier - you'll blow your don't care, I'm leaving and it won't
mind. Truth buns if you're used to living on lies. Check out you.r minds . . . . ..
!)1~11C.f 1 1~1:11~c',''ill,it:? ,','· ,.,., ,' ·,•.:,I~
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The Hell it won't!
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USES OF STUD·ENT POWER
DILL BA.RKO

their legislation has been devoted to
In a time of protest and student
problems outside the academic realm.
strikes against American involvement
It is about time that students put in Vietnam, Xavier students could
·
pressure on the newly revised Student eas1ly rechannel this type of action to
Senate and, in September, on the newly include protests or strikes. within the
created Univenity Senate. By workina academic realni. If the administration

In looking back at the past
academic year, we have seen Xavier
make definite strides within the area of
total university involvement. Because
of the great amount of participation in
Vietnam Awareness Day, Ecology Day,
and the student strike of last week,
Xavier has begun to show prospects of
developing a true community. Because
of the stress placed on student
awareness, many Muskies have become
saturated with the term "non-violence,"
while others have shown little concern
for this issue. Most of us have been
·exposed, and even possibly overexposed, to such issues as the Vietnam
War, poverty, and racism. Of course
many of us could care less and may still
insist that a "bull" session in the dorms
can be the most effective learning
process in college.

r

Well, Xavier, its time to wake up.
You're drawning and faltering as an
academic institution and you don't
know it. No, Xavier isn't the Harvard
of the Mid-West but at least it should
transcend mediocrity. At present, we
are allowing financial considerations to
overrride our supposed goals of
academic excellence.

through these bodies, students should
voice their complete disapproval with
the academic atmosphere at Xavier.
Through a united student-faculty front,
many of Xavier's totally Inept teachen
can be dlsmlued and the weak
curriculum can be improved.

If you want a mediocre university,
with mediocre students, faculty, and
1 administrators, do not bother to read
the resf of this article. If you are
concerned listen to this plan.

.

co~plaints.

Once Teacher Evaluation is
completed, students will have
substantial proof to present to the '
university. They can call for the
dismissal of certain professors who fail
to meet the necessary qualification and
requirements as a teacher. Once action
is taken against these professors,
students should be given a voice iD
evaluating teacher applications.
·Before the end ·of the academic year,
students should express their
disenchantment with Xavier's current
academic status, and demand
improvement by next autumn. It is up
to Xavier students to gather support
from both faculty and administration
and raise Xavier's academic quality.
Students must not compromise this
quality, but they must force the
University to devote the necessary
finances to help effect the necessary
change.

In most of Xavier's students are not
concerned with its academic status,
Xavier will keep deteriorating until it
can no longer be considered adequate
for an undergraduate education.
Through responsible Student Power,
Xavier could rise from the dungeon o(
mediocrity and establish itself as a
prominent university.

Xavier
Students
Save zc per
Gallon at
Dana Ave.
Comet
1711 Dana
Show your I D earn
Always extraspecial serv1ce

~.

Chevrolet. Right Car.
Right Price. Right Now.

Xavier is degenerating academically. Look at the course offerings for
next year, and you will note that there
are. few exceptional courses offered in
such vital ·areas as Philosophy,
Theology, English and History. Some
of the least respected and qualified
professors are teaching these courses.
As students interested in this problem,
we can't be satisfied with this
mediocrity. It is time that we take a
stand in univied objection to the poor
course .. offerings and even poorer
instructors.
· If there is any area of the university
in which the students have a right to
demand the best, it is in the. academic
realm. Orie of the most effective ways to
solve the problem of poor instructors is
through Teacher Evaluation. Our
Student Council has failed to show any
major concern towards the cademic
problems of Xavier. The majority of

fails to supply the university with firstrate teachers in all academic disciplines,
·rather than Jesuit 'provincial rejects'
and unqualified laymen, the students
should use strike tactics, either by
refusing to register and bay bursar bills,
or else by boycotting class. Students

mtist force the university to respond.
.
After watching the administration
respond to student problems and needs
·
h
the past four years, 1t seems to me t at
the use of protest and strike might be
the only alternative to achieving an
immediate answer to student academic

NOW ON SALE. Impala, America's most popular car.
You simply buy any Impala V8 model.
And you simply order Turbo Hydra-matic transmission, radio,
white stripe tires, front and rear bumper guards and the convenient
Comfortilt steering wheel. Then we include a big regular fuel 400- ·
cubic-inch V8 and dual exhausts.
At no extra charge, during The Big Impala 400 Sale.

1

Protest
(Continued from page 6)
own commitment. "Too many have
died," this student pleaded. "There's a
girl now lying in a funeral parlor. I'm
committed."

We'll Be Waiting
John Mooney, S.J., asked the
students to set clear goals for
themselves, perhaps including/a list of
questions they want Pre~ident Nixon to
answer. "Let's not just beat our heads
against violence," he suggested.

Nova now $159 LESS"'
Now you can order a new Nova at
a $I 59 price reduction.
Coupe or sedan.
Four-, six- or eight-cylinder engine.
With these Novas the day-night
mirror, bias belted ply tires, cigarette
lighter and seat belt retractors, formerly
standard, are still available as options.
Place your order at your Chevy dealer's.

Mooney was followed by others
who demanded student government
declare for or against a strike.
O'Connell emer1ed at this point In a
pivotal speech, ar1uln1 flnt that the
poup must r.espect the position of
those who dlsapeed and seeondly,
asked that council re1lster Its own
stand. Students have a rl1ht to know
how student 1overnment feels, he :
indicated.
Russ Dellen met O'Connell's
challenge head on, presenting a
resolution that would bring the issue to
a head. O'Connell seconded the
resolution in order to bring it to a vote,
then joined with two other councilors in
voting against it.
To strike or not to strike, that was
the question. Fourteen to three, council
voted to strike against business as usual
and to lead a contingent in the march
against violence.
"We'll be waiting 'for you," shouted
the U.C. representative. He was met by
a loud burst of applause. The Rubicon
had been crossed.

Monte Carlo Luxury for only $3,123*

Chevelle. $U8 LESS"'

Chevelle. $147 LESS*

than our previous lowest priced 4-door.

than our previous lowest priced hardtop.

America's most popular mid-size
Now America's lowest priced
sedan at a new low price.
mid-size hardtop.
We took America's best selling mid-size car. Then added
two new lower priced models. Lower priced they are But lower
·
priced looking and feeling they arelt't.

Monte Carlo is hundreds of dollars less than
other personal luxury cars. Hu1tdreds.
.
Yet Monte Carlo's a car of thickly padded
seats. An instrument panel with the look of
Carpathian burled elm. Plush carpeting.
Monte Carlo is every bit the luxury car.
Try the real thing at your Chevrolet dealer's.

•easei:t on manufacturer's suggested retail prices, IncludIng federal excise tax and suggested dealer new vehicle

preparation charges. Destination charges, state and local
taxes and optional equipment additional.

IWIIK UF EXCELLENCE

70-CH-341-4481ines-May
.J columns x 112 linro
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Students March In Peace, In Thought
By PEGGY GRIFFIN
Silen'ce for non-violence. That was
the way Tuesday's march for · nonviolent awareness began, and, overall,
that was how it ended for Xavier
students.
At 2:00 on Tuesday, approximately
600 students and a handful of faculty
members marched from Xavier to meet
with the 4200-strong gathering at the
University of Cincinnati.
The police-escorted walk to U.C. was
quick and quiet, with the route being
changed only once to avoid possible
harrassment by construction workers in
the area.
Upon arrival at U.C., Xavier
students paused while speakers
addressed the marchers on topics
ranging from development of a nonviolent life style to non-support of
popular rock groups which don't
~onate at least ten percent of their
earnings to the peace movement.
The talking ended. Ruch hour was

drawing closer and the march to
Fountain Square began. The crowd
walked from U.C., down Vine Street,
throug~ the Over-the-Rhine area to
Fountam Square.
Marchers flashed peace signs
frequently along the route. Onlookers,
young and old, gathering on street
corners and peering out of windows,
returned the sign. Some joined in the
walk. By the time the marchers reached
the Fountain, students and· faculty
members had been joined by
businessmen, downtown shoppers, and
mothers carrying their children or
oulling them along by the hand.
Police handled
the crowd
diplomatically and were received well
by the marchers in return. Officers were
smiling, returning peace signs, and even
offered rides to some of the exhausted
marchers. Appointed student marshalls
aided police in moving · the marchers
along, filling up gaps of space, and
keeping students to one side of the
street.

~~;a.ul~~words

Overall, the community of onlookers appeared to accept the march
·well. Those who didn't agree with it,
.expressed themselves non-violently. On
one corner, a middle-aged business
·executive stood with his thumb down as
marchers filed past. On the next corner,
an elderly bearded black man,
supported by his cane, flashed the peace
. sign.
· The quiet of the day was marred
only by a few honking horns from irate
downtown employees caught at rush
hour by the . marchers, and by the
shouts of ·a iew sidewalk preachers
calling for peace and love among meit.
· The march. ended back at U.C.'s
Nippert Stadium for a prayer vigil
which culminated the day's activities.
Weary Xavier students were bussed
back to campus after the vigil.
Silence for non-violence. It ended
the way it began -in peace, in

are just words.

Here are five new albums. There
isn't a single word in any of them.
Just-·music. But they say plenty.

NOW THRU MAY 18th.
Students will be admitted with 1.0. Card to all per.formances, excepting Saturday Night, for $1.00.

IT'S SOLIDS AND STRIPES.
at Steinberg's
Clothing.
BRAVE NEW CONCEPTS
CENTURY 21 ORCHESTRA NWS 1

Beethoven, Grleg, Bach, etc.1 in
a new way that would make them
.turn over ••• or on.

COLLINS/SHEPLEY GALAXY
TIME SPACE AND THE BLUES
NWS2

Talk about fdr out blues. This
isn't just for earth ears.

BILL WATROUS PLAYS LOVE
THEMES FOR THE UNDER·
GROUND, THE ESTABLISHMENT
I OTHER SUB CULTURES NOT
YET KNOWN, WITH THE WALTER
RAIM CONCEPT MTS 5015

Yes, trombone, but you ain't
never heard it before.

'THE STARMAKERS'
Marufactured arid distributed by
Decca Records. a division of MCA Inc.

STAINLESS SOUL
THE B APOCALYPSE

m son

ThiS reb down deep. There's a
lot o good things to do with it.

KING RICHARD'S FLUEIIEL KNIGHTS
"JUST SOME OF THOSE SONGS
MRS. ROBINSON': MTS 1011

Big sonas that made you foraet
the music. This is the music.

BOOK STORE
UNIVERSITY CENTER

DRESS SHIRTS BY

VAN HEUSENS

417
Now, the big stripe take over in dress shirts with
distinction . . . Natural stripes, with back box
pleat new Brooke collar that can be pinned or not
at w/11. Permanently pressed Vanopress 65% Kodel
polyester, 35% cotton broadcloth in high fashion
$6.60
tones.

cociidoS, ~OMPA~Y.
Blind dates are a chance. But you can always dep_end on
refreshing Coca-Cola for the taste you never get tired of.
That's why things go better with Coke, after Coke, after Coke.
"CDIOA<:IJLA"AN·U·· ..

~:KE" A~E

REGISTERED TRADE·MARKS WHICH

Bottled under authority of 'l'he Coca·Cola Company by:
The Cocn·Coln Bottling Works Company, Cincinnati

-

ID~~l;Fv'oritv'1~:PR~oJcr ~F

THE

FREE PARKING
ChARGE IT/
OPEN MON. THRU
FRI. TIL 9
SATURDAY TIL 6
Phone 531-3263
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Tim Burke-A Final Peace
There are many things that I would like to say in this article, many thoughts
and many emotions which I would like to convey. Lack of time and elequence
prevent ine from doing or saying these things as successfully as I would like.
I was asked by the N'ws if I would like to write an article as a 'parting shot' at
the university. It is my firm hope ihat this particular article will be neither a
parting statement nor a shot at the university. I do not feel it is the place of one
who is leaving to strike out at problems that he has no intention of staying
around to try to correct. Next year I will be attending U.C. Law School, and
though I hope to maintain an active interest in Xavier and to contribute to it as
an alumnus, my activity here will be extremely limited.

WCXU-AM
600 KHz. on Your Dial
Listen to the Terry Teagarden Show Thunday's from 6:30 til
10:00.
WCXU Serving Xavier University and Mount St. Joseph's
College 7 days a week.

AI a ltUdent, I lean Xa•ler whh no bitter taste, nor do I want to P" the
lmpr.ton tlaat I do. Instead, tbtre are a number of poahJYe comments I would
Uketomake.

• • • •
I have found Xavier to be a school of many capabilities, capabilities which it
sometimes does not reach, but capabilities which are none the less within its
potential. Deep intellectuality can be found here if one is in search of it. Honesty
and openness is here among many people. Dialogue, hard objective dialogue, is
within the grasp of those who get out to it. Friendship isn't too hard to come by.
A community is present at Xavier; it's small now but with the hard work of its
members it will continue to grow and expand. Students can play a role in
changing this university, and in changing themselves, if only they exert the time,
energy, and thought necessary to do it.

•

•

•

•

lauess these thoupls sound like platitudes and cliches, but these are thlnp
which I haYe found here. Some of them are harder to find than othen, but they
can be found. That Is why I am optimistic about Xavier's future. This optimism
could pro¥1 to be false, however, If 1tudent1 or any memben of our community
become frustrated, decide It Is not worth It, or that It 11 limply too hard.
Undeniably, fruatration Is here too, I know I ha¥1 experienced that too, probably
• much as any 1tudent ha. Still I beUeYe that we can (certainly our aeneratlon
mUll) o•ercome thla frustration, and that we can deYelop a betler uniYenlty •

• • • •
\

••• 14-K,fhe most
enjoyable fade
in beer todayl
OF CINCINNATI, OHIO

· The very fact that I have found a great many things within this university
points to the main message I hope to convey in this article. That is that I feel I
owe a fantastic debt to a great many people here. This is a debt of gratitude so
deep that I know I can not properly or completely express it. I have had more
opportunities, established more close friends, been given more respect, than I
ever dreamed possible. It is to these members of our academic community I want
to express my thanks. Many, probably most members of this community have
not always understood nor agreed with me, but the vast majority have tried to
understand, and in the last analysis this is really all one can ask for.
· If I attempted to individually mention all of those to whom I wish to express
a personal thanks, this list would go on and on. Instead, just let me reaffirm that
this expressio·n of thanks applies universally to everyone with whom I have come
in contact, for each has had his effect. Allow me also to express my apologies to
the university community, and especially to those members whom I have wrongly
attacked or criticized and to those from whom I have wrongly closed myself.

• •

Be geraerol.l$
1o r.outtelf.
Pick1.1pfwo

College Students' Special
All Summer Membership in
Vern on Manor Beach Club

• •

Perhaps right now, during these crucial times, I should not devote this article
to such trivial matters as thank yous, apologies and reflections. There are many
things which someone should be saying right now in an effort to pull our
community together. We need leaders who will come forward with
understanding and guidance. We need faculty, administrators, and students to
pull together as they have proven capable of doing in the past. If there is one
quality which we need more of at this point in history, it is understanding; not the
blind understanding o'r universal agreement, but the understanding_ of people
gathered together in rational discourse, people who will go out of their way to
hear the views of others,. to listen, as well as to speak.

• • •

•

Lastly, I am sorry that this piece was not more coherent. There are many ·
thoughts which I wanted to convey and they came in an unorganized fashion. I
had hoped to spend this. entire week preparing this article, and although this is
the tenth draft, this week has not allowed for a great deal of quiet thought and
reflection.
This week ha been a tribute to the abiUty of the memben of our campus
community to maintain rationality and lnteiUaence even In the mOlt dlfllcult
times. It Is an attribute which memben of our community ha¥1 demoastrated
throupout my time at Xa•ler. It Ia whh a peat deal of pride and slnc:erlty that I
offer tbll my Rnal thanks to all of you, and God wUIInl we can continue.
A Final Peace,
Tim Burke

e SEVEN DAYS A WEEK, 10 A.M. UNTIL DARK
e LIFEGUARDS ON

ROTC Ceremony

DUTY AT ALL TIMES
e PRIVATE LOCKERS, DAILY TOWELS. SOAP ETC.
e WASHER-DRYERS, LADIES' SUIT DRYERS
e WORKOUT AND EXERCISE GYMNASIUM
e SNACK BAR AND REFRESHMENTS AT POOLSIDE
e MUSAK AND WEEKEND ENTERTAINMENT
e UP TO THREE GUESTS OF MEMBERS PER DAY

We, the undersigned, following upon the commitment which we as students
have made against violence in this week's non-violent strike, make this statement to the Xavier University community concerning the R.O. T.C. President's Review:
Whereas:
Our concept of a free academic community associated with
Christian ideals is opposed to all structures of violence:
Whereas:
The further extension of our nation's activity in Indochina
demands the protest of all concerned citizens;
Whereas:
We feel that the President's Review of R.O.T.C. is an expli. cit recognition of a structure committed to violence:
Whereas:
We feel that our non-violent effort to educate the community
to these facts is in keeping with Christian teaching and the
honor of Xavier;
Be it resolved: We call for equal time at the President's Review to express
this commitment to non-violence.
Be it further resolved: In awareness of this week's climax of violence in
our country, that the flag be flown at half-mast in memory of
the four students slain at Kent.

REGULAR THREE-MONTH MEMBERSHIP OFFERED TO
COLLEGE STUDENTS IN THE CINCINNATI AREA
FOR ONLY $35.00
APPLICATION CARDS ON REQUEST.

SWEDISH CLOGS

CALL TODAY TO SEE POOL AND BEACH CLUB: Ph. 281-3300

Women's and Men's Sizes
$9.50 A Pair
Telephone 542-0265 after 6 p.m.
or on Week-Ends

MR DON WEBER, POOL MANAGER
VERNON MANOR HOTEL,
OAK AT BURNET, CINCINNATI, OHIO 45219.
FREE PARKING.

Campus Representative Wanated
If interested please call above
number at times indicated.

e OPENS MAY 25 FOR THREE MONTHS

~;: ~: ::·• ·
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And we did something about
On April 7, 1969, after 18 months of research,
we started brewing our products 100%
with natural artesian spring water.

So we did something about it. Our many
montf'IS of research showed that the deep
artesian spring beneath the brewery hod on
abundant supply of water that could provide
all of our needs and continue to replenish
itself indefinitely. Research further showed
that the water drown from these vast
underground reservoirs hod the quality,
the purity and the flavor stability that we
felt was absolutely necessary to continue
to provide on excellent product for years
to come. Only then was the decision
made to begin brewing with artesian water.

We were well aware· of pollution problems
around the country and the effect they might
have an buying habits of the American
public. It became necessary to look ahead
and decide what had to be done to give
the public what it wanted. We felt it was
a must to provide our customers with a beer
made from water that is absolutely pure
beyond the shadow of a doubt.

I•tl•

-

All of us ot Burger ore proud of the fact
that we hove been brewing beer with our
own supply of pure water for more than
a year now. We ore happy to say that our
beer is better today than at any time in the
history of the crewery. With all honesty
we con soy it's· the water that makes the

difference.
By using our own source of pure water we
hove assured our future in the brewing
business. We wont our customers to know
that we will be able to continue to provide
the quality product they deserve.
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Luxury Suites . : . tastefully decorated

In traditional Italian and French Provincial decor •.. air
conditioned ... fully carpeted ... daily maid service and linens . ; . food service
... 24 ·hour telephone service by Ed111 and Mar1ar1t ... comfortable livina in suburban atmosphere ..• larae
rooms and cupboards ..• modern kitchens and baths ... kept shiny and clean by Houltkllptr Helen Sclltch. tar, PiMY and SUpt. Coy Elliott .•. call Mill DIVitt for a tour and details. Reserved parkinB in aaraae and
·
doorman service.

JUM 10. COCKTAIL HOUR-Nightl't 5:30 to 7 p.m.
·
Nightly.9 p.m. to I a.m. Mon.-Thurs.
DANCING FRI. & SAT.-Duo-9 p.m. to 2:30a.m.·
No cover, minimum or price increase•
. NOON CHUCKWAGON- fl :30 t.o 2:30 ••• Prime Beef,
Soups, Home Made Specials. Je.t Service.
COFFEE SHOfi-Open daily till I a.m.
FORUM DiNING ROO~-Nightly to 9 F.m.;
Buffet on Saturdays
PRIVATE.PARTIES
AMPLE
LUNCHEONS
• fREE
DINNERS
PARKING.

Celebritv. Corner
... That's why screen staae tv and world
celebrites prefer the suburban quiet and re·
laxing atmosphere of the VERNON MANOR
to a busy commercial hotel ... auests this
year included Arthur Godfrey, Tilt Btatlu,
Francia Cardillll Slltllman, Mary Martin, Boll
Hope, Johnny Mathis, Smothers Brothers, Ltopald
Stokowaki, Allin and ROlli, Bov. 8. Mtnnon
Williams, Pierre Slliftltr, Sin. Robert Kennedy,
Judy Garland and many others.
·

IIDIII If WIIP A.ll, f,ll, • fUI PUIItlle

varnut-;-MI•r 11.0111
Proudly Presents

SHIRLEY
JESTER
Popular Radio-TV_
Pianist-Song Stylist

.,..

Norman Rid&e

... Open for season May thru September
... private memberships and lockers ..•
open 7 days week 10 a.m. to lO'p.m ....

Beach Club And Swimming Pool
Join now, as memberships are limited.

Private Parties And Mee t'•ngs
.

-:·

...
Luncheons, dinners, meetings and receptions for groups from 5 to 200.
in one of
0

0

the beautiful private party ;ooms - the Garden,

Colon~l. Chinese, Boot and Parisian Rooms ... No room charge for aroups dinilil with us ... Call

Maitre D' Robert Wtintr for reservations and menus.

'

·

FREE PARKING AT ALL TIMES. "YOU CAN STAY AT ANY HOTEL, BUT YOU CAN LIVE AT THE
VERNON MANOR." HOME OF W.Z.I.P.

Dr. & Mrs. Joseph Link Jr., President & Exec. VIce President

281-3310
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We will not fail to mention the
promising and consistent performance
of Chris 'Coffing. Denny Nixon, Tom
Barrat, Bill Twambly, Bill Bell, and
Commodore Tom Neiders, who
achieved his only first-place finish. All

Sailor's Delight

GOLF RECORD 7-7

By LEN DUKE
triumph

In

LouiiYIUe. Elmore
poated the low
Losses to Eastern Kentucky and acore of tbe match with 1 72, followed

Bellarmine, and a win over Hanover
evened the Xavier golf team's. record at
7-7 last week. The Musketeers will have
played Northwood yesterday and hope.
to play Cincinnati on both Friday and
Monday'to finish out their season. The
latter matches will hinge on U.C.'s
return to academics by these dates.

by Xamr's Roettker who apln fired a
74.
. Th M k'
e us 1es returned to .SOO on
F 'd
.h
-6 .
c~n:ye :: Rao 12al 0 wm o~er Hanover
Ro :Cnnet shY d ak. _Bill _Lees .and
y
are medahst With 76 s.
In looking forward to next season,
the Musketeers will lose only Captain
Eastern Kentucky's May 4th win on B'll Le
. R' h
dh
d .
I
es. Although the Senior from
their 1c mon
ma ep1t a . Shawnee M'1ss1on,
·
Kansas, has led the
. ~ ome
th ·coune
C
1
01
1
~ne sj . aud team in stroke average for the last two
seaso n. swfeeph or. e
Schu1t_z 0 • th e VIctors ag;~n ~~~m~ years, Coach Ray Baldwin hopes to see
medahst Wit an even-par • w 1e t e the· improvement of Freshmen Don
.
Xavier tow was carded by Don
Roettker, Bdl Hammel and Joe Ford
Roett ker, who shot a 74.
make up f L • d
B
or ees eparture. ennett
Bellarmlne · concluded Its first an~ H~rry Hewitt will also return for
undefeated season In history on May their th1rd season as regulars.

X.U. Sailing Club takes an established the precedent for sunday's ~~ t':;, ab~ve. wi~l r:turn ne~t fall und~r
impressive 2nd place in the Schultz · racing by finishing fint in· his last two T e ~rectlon
t e emmment coac '
Invitational Regatta! The field of intercollegiate races. Charlie has been a om rogan.
competiton included such noteworthy significant contributor to Xavier's
Interested
X. U.
students,
..
· Ia 1 • ...
d
·
schoo1s as Bow1mg
Green State recognition as a midwest sailing power. part1cu r Y c~s. are encourage to
Uni~enity who placed ~ points ahead Mr. Dalenburg will graduate from x.u. join our summer. sailing and racing
of X.U. and secured an uncomfortable this June and will enroll in u. of K's taw program. Please contact Denny Nixon
1st place. Indiana, who encountered school next fall.
at the Ratterman House.
great' difficulty which lead them the the ·
last berth, and U:C. who could not
overcome Xavier's commanding
· · · fi1ms
· hed third.
· Othere schools
position,
invited were Purdue, O.W.U., Wabash,
Rolwso, and Kent State.
· ·
·
At th1s t1me we should hke to
congratulate and thank Charlie
Dalenbu'rg for his timely performance
on the weekend of May 2-3. Charlie
and his comely crew Pam Willer

°

The 1970 Xavier freshman football schedule was announced last
Thursday by Jim McCafferty, Athletic Director. Three of the four games
scheduled will be away. the last game of the season, against Dayton, will
be played at home.

6 More Sign
Head football coach, Dick Selcer
has announced the signing of six more
students' to football grant-in-aids.
The signees include Tim Dydo of St.
Rita, Chicago, Ill., Robert Pickard of
Central Catholic, Canton, Ohio, Mike
Mushett of St. Paul, Norwalk, Ohio,
Dwight Allen of Taft, Cincinnati, Ohio,
Mike Wasiniak of St. Paul and Rick
Kellewaltl of St. Clement, Center Line,
Mich.
Dydo, a 6' 190- pound quarterback
was a Ont team all-state selection and
also won all-city and all-lea&ue honon
while playln& In Chlcaao's Catholic
Le11ue. Besides his aootball
accompUshments, he hu also won
letten In baseball. Rankin& seventy·
fourth In a cu of 416, Dydo plans to
major In Ed~catlon at Xavier.
Pickard, a 6' 185-pound tailback,
won all-country honors this past fall in
football and has also won varsity letters
in track and basketball.
Mushett, a 6't• 170-pound end and
· defensive halfback, won all-league, allcity, and all-state honors while playing
in the Firelands Conference. H«) also
won letten in basketball, baseball and
track. Mike plans to major in
Communication Arts while at Xavier.
Allen, 6'2• 175-pound quarterback,
won all-league honors in the Cincinnati
Public High School League and also
won varsity letten in baseball. Ranking
in the top third of his graduating class,
Dwight is planning a major in Business .
Administration here at Xavier.
Waslnlak, a 6'1" 110-pound tlpt
e.nd, wu all-state Class 'A' 1st Team
olfenslve end made all-American on the
Coaches Sun·Kllt team. He wu also
nnt team In the Nordtwest Dlstrlet and
the Flrellnd'• Conference.
Killewald, a 6'1 189-pound
linebacker and guard won seeond team
aU-state honon playing in the Catholic
Second Division East Conference. In
addition, Killewald won all-league and
all-city recognition as well as varsity
letten in track. An bono roll student
standing seventeenth in a class of 142,
Rick plans to major in Math and minor
in Business at Xavier.

1970 XAVIER UNIVERSITY FRESHMAN FOOTBALL SCHEDULE
Site
Opponent
Date
Time
Oct. 12
Away
Ball State U.
3:00
Away
Oct. 23
2:00
Miami U.
Away
2:30
Oct. 30
Ohio U.
Nov. 9
3:00
Home
Dayton U.

I

SUMMER JOBS
FOR STUDENTS
APPLICATIONS NOW BEING ACCEPTED
FOR SUMMER JOBS
WITH MAJOR NATIONAL CORPORATION
STUDENTS EIGHTEEN YEARS OF AGE AND OVER WANTED TO LEARN
MARKETING, SALES, AND SALES PROMOTION
TECHNIQUES DURING THE SUMMER.
HIGH LEVEL EXECUTIVE MANAGEMENT TRAINING
GIVEN· TO QUALIFIED APPLICANTS.
SALARY $115 PER WEEK FOR THE FIRST THREE WEEKS.
$140 PER WEEK AND BONUSES STARTING FOURTH WEEK.

SCHOLARSHIPS

HIGH PAY

Win up to
$3,000.00 in
Scholarships.

Earn at least $1 ,500 ·
for the summer.
Many students make
$3,000 and more.

TRAVEL

OPPORTUNITY

Work anywhere in .
the U.S. or Canada.
Qualified students
may work
OVERSEAS

For all-expense
paid vacation anywhere in the world
at end of summer.

Dream Comes
BEST POSITIONS GOING FAST: CALL TODAY FOR APPOINTMENT!

True

9:00 a.m. -· 2:00 p.m.

By CHUCK QUINN
'

After four lon& yean of countless '
attempts, the lmpoulble dreams finally :
came true for Bradley Rider. Lancuter.
Brad and his ER N2 won the Two-Man
Volleyball tournament. Victory came
after many valiant efforts on the part of
Rider and his teammates. It all paid off
in the e~d for the Intramural Superstar.
Commenting on the vittory Lancaster
Brad has this. to say: "All the many
defeats taught me· how to betome a •
man and when my long·awaited
moment finally came I was able to
atcept like a true thampion."

Cincinnati, Ohio .....................................
Dayton, Ohio ........................ : . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Louisville, Kentucky ..................................
Lexington, Kentucky. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Columbus, Ohio. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Cleveland, Ohio. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Toledo, Ohio ........................................

621-4924
222-1265
585-5191
252-1 096
464-0364
621 -3290
241-8021
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Painful Loss
Those of you who attended the UC baseball game last Wednesday might have
thought for a moment that you were back at the "pit" in the ficldhouse. No
wonder since the student support was very similar. Not quite as effective,
·
however, as the Bearcats whipped the Muskies 5-0.

CHERISH
YEARS HERE

ALWAYS
MY

They were effective in parts of the game though. In the bottom of the second
inning an easy out was muffed when catcher Rick DeFelice dropped the ball. For
the rest of the game students taunted him, urging him tG continue his help.

AT XAVIER

Another player felt the brunt of the cat calls- Tom Chlebeck. Chlebeck not
only wouldn't listen, he tried harder. Tom was 5 for 5 during the game hitting two
doubles and three base hits.

LONG

I"VE

Student support slackened considerably following the fifth inning. Unlike
basketball games, the baseball games can carry on through the afternoon and the
Muskics got hungry. As they were leaving, one of UC's coaches turned to them
and yelled, "What's the matter, you· have late classes?" That was all that was
needed. Some of the Muskies sacrificed their meal to work on him for a while .

BUSTED

OUTr
•

.Those who did leave missed the exciting part of the game. The first man up
for Xavier in the seventh inning was short stop, Brad Graff. Whether the ball hit
Graft or his bat is anyone's guess but .the ball rolled out a few feet in front of him
and he took oft. An error on the part of the first baseman allowed Graff to get all
the way to third base. After he got to third, the place umpire called him out. The
fans went wild. One of the fans was Coach Joe Hawk. Hawk had a lengthy
dlscuulon with the ump before he was asked to leave the game •

•

•

A.~TER

•

•

XU vs. UC games are always good for attracting crowds, but the Muskies
wanted this game for a number of reasons. First, it's always nice to beat UC;
second, the Muskies were out for blood after tying the Bearcats in twelve innings
of play at UC two weeks prior to the contest; third, one week prior to the game,
the Bearcats had caputed their second straight Missouri Valley Conference
Eastern Division title.

XU LOSES TO ND
By DENNY KING, Sports Editor
Xavier's baseball team dropped two
games to Notre Dame last weekend by
the scores 4-2, 6-5.
The first of these games was played
at the home diamond on Family Day.
The Muskies were scheduled to play
Morehead State but a quick change was
made when Notre Dame took to the
road only to find UC closed.

The following day, the Muskies
took on Notre Dame again at Crosley
only to drop behind in the ninth inning,
6-5.
The Muskies had led Notre Dame
for eight full innings.
Bill Cunningham scored the first
run for the Muskies on a bunt by Pat
Brant. Brant scored later in the inning
when Graff grounded out. NO failed to
score in the inning leaving the score at
the enil of the first inning 2-0, in favor
of XU.

The pitching of Mike Bolger held
NO till the fourth inning when center
Xavier scored again in the third
fielder, Lucke walked and scored on a
hit by short stop Paul Krill. The inning when Bill Cunningham got a
Muskies were scoreless in the bottom of single on a bunt and scored his second
ru·n of the game on a bunt by Pat Brant.
the inning, leaving the score 1-0.
NO got on the scoreboard for the
Notre Dame score another run in
first time in the fifth inning with two
seventh when first baseman Bill Orga
runs. Paul Krill got a double and scored
went "to first on a fielder's choice and
a
run on a single by Bill Orga. A pinch
scored on a base hit by a pinch hitter,
Schmitz. They came back again with hitter scored later in the inning off a
two more runs in the eighth inning. single by right fielder, Bob Voities, and
Second Baseman, Nick Scarpelli the score became 3-2.
XU fought back in the sixth inning
walked and went home off the bat of
le"ft fielder C. Horan. Horan scored with two more runs. Jack hit a single
later in the inning leaving the score at and came in on a triple by Tom fahey.
Fahey also scored a run later in that
the en~ of t~e eighth, 4-0.
The Muskies came on strong in the inning and the Muskies gained a
ninth inning and almost pulled it out. substantial lead once again, S-2.
Then came the dlsastorous ninth
Catcher John Martino walked and
scored on a base hit by short stop, Brad innlna. ND loaded the bases when Bill
Graff. Graff scored the second run on a Orp walked, a pinch hiHer aot a slnale,
base hit by pinch hitter, Tony Soriano and pitcher Phelps took his base on an
and Don Jostworth. Both Soriano and error. Bob Voltles drove in one run
Jostowrth were forced out at second with a slnale and Joe Keenan drove In
base and a fly ball caught in center field three more on an error.
ended the inning with the score, 4-2.
The game was all over, 6-S.

Selcer Happy After Scrimmage
Offense (Fint Team)
Head footbal coach Dick Selcer
says he feels "pretty happy"- with the
results of the scrimmage last- Saturday.
·•offensively we did some good things
. . . blocked well" said Selcer.
The oftense scored five touchdowns
In the scrimmaae. The first was scored
·by Jim Brophy on a plunp, the second
by Dan Dever on a touchdown pass,
the third by sophomore fullback, Dicky
West on a lhort run, the fourtll by
McCormick on a plunae and lhe fiftll
by Ivy Williams on a plunp.
Selcer went on to say that Smitty
(Paul Smith, soph.) threw well, power
. , and trap; screeri arid ilraw did well. He. ·
also pointed out the good catching on
the parts of Knoppe and Dever.
"Offensive tackles, Herr and Hyland
also had a good day.

Sr. QB Meyers
Jr. HB Williams
Jr.

Baseball
By DENNY KING, Sports Editor

As Xavier's baseballers come closer
to the end of their season, they come
closer to losing two powerful
"performers on the pitcher's mound.
They are Dale Mutryn and Jerry Green.
Jerry came to XU on a scholarship
from Elder where he had pitched four
years, as. well as contributing to the
cross country team. In addition to the
·offer he received from Xavier, Jerry
was approached .by Loyola in Los
Angeles and Georgta Southern.
"I decided to come to Xavier," said
Green. "Loyola was just too far and the
academic standards of Georgia
Southern aren't too good."
While still in high school, Green
participated in summer-league and it
was then that he got serious about his
pitching. "I owe everything to Cliff
Polking·(coach)," said Green, "I had a
fast ball at that time but no curve with
his help, I learned how to handle a
. curve ball."

a

He sure did. That team (Eagle
Savings and Loan),went undefeated
that season and went to the nationals in
Detroit.

Lo~es

Mutryn, Green
Jerry, though, regrets leaving
Xavier. "I just wish I was a sophmore
again. This team is youna and has great
potential and I'm sure they'll be strong
in the future."

When Green came to Xavier, he
participated on the frosh team and the
following year earned a place in the
varsity ranks. He came on strong in his
sophomore year but a knee injury
sustained earlier has kept him from
pitching as often as he'd like.

Dale Mutryn has been a stron
"performer in both football and
baseball. Dale came here on a football
scholarship from Holy Name in
Cleveland over offers from Arizona
State, Ohio State, and Flordia State.

On the ·Southern trip this season,
Jerry pitched a no-hitter for seven
innings ·before lyola (New Orleans)
took it 2-0. Jerry started in the game
against Miami later in the season but
Mutryn started as a half-back on
his troubled knee took him off the the football team and was then moved
mound in the second inning.
to full-back. H e played his best pme
· That same knee may keep Jerry out this seuon aplnst UC and was leadlna
of the pros. The doctor told him to lay pound iaJner In the first five pmes.
off pitching for a month after the untOI his job Involved mostly blocklna.
Miami game and this has kept him out
As a pitcher, Dale has been
of a lot of action.
invaluable to the baseball squad. He
Green, however, has worked out pitched plenty of innings this season,
with Houston and has been approiched his best against OU and Ball State. In
by Cleveland and Plttsbura. "I mlaht the OU game, Dale allowed only one
have had ~ beHer chance If I hadnt aone hit for six innings and pitched a full
to colleae, but I'll ~ver repet havina nine inning game against Ball State.
aone. I know some auys who took Ball State crept up in the last inning to
offers out of hlah school and did bad In take it 3·2.
the pros. They'n aot nothlna now, at
As of yet, Mutry has not been
least I have collep behind me." Rlaht contacted by any pro teams but intends
now, Green plans on playlna lhls to accept aii offer if one is given. Dale
summer and hopes then to aet the will be working with a class 'A' team in
cl!ance lo sip.
Cleveland during the summer.

SUMMER STUDENTS
OXFORD APARTMENTS

Tennis Team

McCormick

Sr. FB Brophy
So. TE Pfeiffer
Sr. OT Herr
Sr. OG Kupanoff

Vecucln For June, July end Auguat et
SUMMEif RATES
·Al10 Renting for FALL Mil SPRING Serneatera
Fumllhed or Unfumllhed
Air Conditioned. Perking, Dl.,oula, w.......
end o..,.,.
SEE
BILL CUNNINGHAM, APT. B. 1001 DANA AVE.
.or CALL BILL AT 2B1-BI77

Sr.

Murraj

Jr.

Albers

Jr.

Hyland

If You Cen Not RMch Bill, PIMII Cell
MR. ERIC BOSE

Sr.

Dever

231-2B~

By C. GORDON SMITH

Sinpl: Chuck Barnes defeated
John Heil (X), 9-7, 7-5; Denny Egan
(X)" defeated Bill Young, 6-4, 8-6; Jeff
Stiles" defeated Joe Kramer (X), 9-7, 36, 7-5; Tom Woodruff defeated Bill
Mathews (X), ~2. ~2; Jim Knapp
·defeated Dick Felger (X), 7·5, 1-6, ,7-5;
and Wallace Taylor defeated Paul
Falkner (X), ~2. ~2 .
.

Doublea:
Wyod~uff-.Barp~s.
defeated Heii-Egan (X), 11-9, 64; ·
Young-Stiles defeated MathewsHarpenau (X), ~1. 6-l; Felj!er·falkner
(XJ defeated Taylor-Smith, 6-3,6-1.
1

